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"The legail arena is a complicated scene-an entangled
institution; a labyrinth of subtleties; hairline distinctions ooated.
with the circumstances of time, person, place and thing; of
wisdom; of confusion." (Heraclitus of Ephesus, 500 B.C.)
" ... of confusion." Thus .is the law Iooked upon by laymen and
lawyers-to-be, t'hus is the profession of •law practised by Fiiipino
laJWyers.
To counteract this prejudice, to remove this blot from a noble
profession, we must re-orientate ourselves about law and its purposes, its basis and its end. We must "'l"e-learn" to appreciate it.
Appreciation of •law comes naturaHy when we know and realize
•role it plays in society, the v:ital points in human affairs that
it touches, and the 'magic wand' that it of[e'l"S to the oppressed.
Appreciation of ilaw "?omes easily when the presentation of the
subject is made humorous, and even "quipsical" and boisterous
wit'hout, however, for a moment losing sight of the law's unde'l"lying prindples and philoso}>:hy.
Law in Action,· an anthology of. t!he Law in Literature, edited
by Amicus Curiae, is a book that attempts to leave a sweet taste
in the mouth, and a half-smile on the face dispelling all pessimism
about the uselessness of law and :iJts being "a government of the
living by the .dead".·
Roscoe Pound, formerly Dean of <the Harvaro Law Sc'hool, introduces the book. He explains why ·law makes sudh an interesting
subject, wlhy lit is oft-.:ri the topic of conversation among laymen,
Why "the playwriglht and t!he writerof fiction rum to them (lawyers)
constantly." .However, he warns us that when the application of law
:is treated in novels,
or moving pictures, we must bear in
mind that the author,. by ·fP.e
of his story, may require
tihe law to
fitted to

be
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The booik is arranged in four parts, Liberty, Moraols, Crime and
Justice. The fi·rst trial reported in
ibodk is, appropriately enough,
the railroading of Jesus Christ to his death as reported by the
Evangelists, Matthew, MaTk, Lurke and John. 'J1his episode is justly
assessed as a dark and shameful one for here was a judgment
visited on a man to pacify ·the clamor of a whimsical populace.
'J1he overnight tJrial between "The Dev:il and Daniel Webster"
is a mystic story but, like a fairy· tale, impresses us with the truth
and .Jesson it imparts. A good lawyer a:fter a:ll is not on'ly lhe who
has a glib tongue but also he who has an incandescent flame for
truth in !his heart, ever lighted to wa:rd off the dark gropings of
!hell. Here we leam t!hat truly, "the final test (of a lawyer) ... is
battle in some form ... it is one thing to utter a happy phrase
from a protected doister, another to think under
think
for action upon which great interests depend."
Not .all the stories in this book are in the serious vein however.
'J1he story on "A Question of Citizenship" .is penned in a matter-offact way, teasingly and disartningly. "Sancho Panza's Decision of
Three Disputes" is, to say the Ieast, a delightful piece of moclk
sa;tire. In "My. Father Goes to Coud' •the reader is likely to find
it hard suppressing a chuckle, as he follows oc tries to follow, the
episodes of this unbelievable suit concerning 'theft'. The "Trial of
·the Knave of Hearts' is intended to charm the horror-bent reader.
The 43 ·stories contained in this book are an attempt to span
the breath and sound the depth .of the law in literature. To say
that the attempt is wboHy unsuccessful would perhaps neither be
t·ruthful nor fair. For in tl1.ese stories are liberaHy scattered colorful courtroom scenes, exceilently interpreted, and brilliant examples
of the art of cross-examination, the amusing tricks, the queer quirks
of ·a showman's profession, the impassioned appeals Of i'he eamest
ban,ister, etc., lin fine, the unique dTama and the rich comedy of •the
law. The book beoomes more vaiuable in that it is illuminating
reading not only for
and lawyers-to-be, but also, and perhaps especially, for crdina:ry 1aymen. For all men ali·ke enjoy a
battle of wits, .a contest of reason and emotion, a duel of the spirit
and the flesh, particularly when the motive underlying it all is
that eve!I'-changing though never-ending struggle for justice.

